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1. Welcome and Opening Remarks 
Mr. Pearson opened the meeting and welcomed participants. He noted the meeting provides an open 
forum for government and industry representatives to discuss issues pertaining to vehicle weight and 
dimension limits in Canada.  He reminded participants that a report on the meeting’s discussions 
would be provided to the Council of Deputy Ministers Responsible for Transportation and Highway 
Safety.  He explained that in most cases, decisions on proposals for changes in standards cannot be 
taken by the Task Force at the meeting, and would require consideration and endorsement by each 
government individually, and collectively by the Council before being reflected in the national 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) on interprovincial vehicle weights and dimensions.  

2. Round Table Introductions and Adoption of the Agenda 
Following round table introductions, Mr. Pearson drew attention to the agenda that had been 
circulated prior to the meeting.  He noted that the agenda had been organized in two parts, with the 
second focused on special permit conditions for longer combination vehicles (LCVs).  He added that 
both parts of the meeting are open to all interested participants. 
 
Mr. Robert suggested that another item of business for the agenda should be harmonization of 
regulations and the interpretation of regulations between the federal and provincial jurisdictions.  
 
There were no other additions suggested and the agenda was adopted as amended. 

3. Vehicle Weight and Dimension Regulations in Canada - Update on Issues and Developments 
a) Status of National MOU on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions 
Mr. Pearson provided a presentation (Attachment 2) summarizing the harmonization priorities that 
were identified during the Task Force meetings held in 2006 and 2007, reviewed changes made to the 
national MOU which were approved by the Council of Ministers in April 2008.  He noted these 
changes: 

- Increased weight limits for new generation wide base single tires to 7700 kg per axle on 
single and tandem groups; 

- Reduced the minimum track width requirement to 2.3 m for existing trailers (pre 2008) 
retrofitted with wide single tires;  

- Provided length measurement exemptions for rear-mounted aerodynamic devices, with the 
specifications proposed by the Canadian Trucking Alliance (ie. rear extension of up to 0.61 
m);  

- Standardized width allowances for mirrors (30 cm) and other non-cargo carrying equipment 
on the side of trucks and trailer (10 cm). 
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b) Provincial and Territorial Developments  
In round table review the following reports were provided: 

 
British Columbia 
Mr. Gilks reported that BC is implementing amendments made to the national MOU and working 
towards further harmonization with Alberta under the Trade, Investment and Labour Mobility 
Agreement (TILMA).   
 
He reported that BC’s LCV program is currently restricted to Rocky Mountain Doubles in the 
northeast section of the province. He reported that an evaluation of a Rocky Mountain Double pilot 
program conducted between Vancouver and Kamloops would be completed next spring. 
 
Mr. Gilks acknowledged that winter restrictions are an issue for the industry and he noted that weight 
and dimension limits are being pushed as far as possible, with the climate change agenda and 
economic conditions having greater influence on decisions. He reported that a wider bunk width is 
being allowed in the forestry sector to facilitate the removal of beetle-killed wood, which is lighter 
density than normal. 
 
Alberta 
Mr. Moroz reported that regulations governing vehicle weights and dimensions regulations in Alberta 
were being revised, with the work expected to be complete in 2009. As an interim measure, he noted 
that special permits are being issued for vehicles equipped with wide base single tires or aerodynamic 
devices as per MOU amendments made in April 2008.  
 
He also reported that the Province is working with British Columbia to harmonize regulations under 
TILMA. He reported that quad axle semi-trailers will be introduced for the forestry sector, with the 
requirement that the lead axle would have to be self-steering. He noted that the lead axle would also 
be liftable for use in off-road conditions. 
 
Mr. Robert noted that having the ability to lift the lead axle is also important to gain traction, 
particularly during the winter with snow and ice conditions. He noted that, while lifting the axle does 
increase the load carried by other axles, damage to the highway infrastructure is minimal because the 
ground is frozen. Mr. Moroz noted that bridges do not gain strength when frozen and suggested that a 
more desirable approach would be use of tridem drive configurations to gain traction. 
 
Saskatchewan 
Mr. Cipywnyk reported that vehicle weights and dimensions regulations in the province are being 
rewritten to include tridem drive configurations, empty assist lift axles, the recent amendments to the 
MOU, and housekeeping amendments to ensure the regulation is consistent with the language in the 
national MOU. 
 
He noted that the Province’s permitting system is being revamped and should be complete within 
three years.  He also noted it would include an interactive mapping interface that would be able to 
reroute trips based on loads and weight limits.  
 
Mr. Cipywnyk indicated the Province is working to reduce impediments to interprovincial movement 
and would be identifying high-clearance corridors as well as overweight corridors.  He noted the 
work was just getting started and there have been some difficulties collecting data. 
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Finally, he noted that the Province is trying to facilitate the delivery of permits to carriers, 
recognizing this is particularly important for over-size permits. 
 
Manitoba 
Ms. McKee reported that Manitoba had hosted a very successful meeting of the Commercial Vehicle 
Safety Alliance in September.   
 
She reported that the Motor Carrier Division of Manitoba Infrastructure and Transportation was being 
reorganized to deliver its programs more effectively. 
 
She noted that the Department is working with other western provinces to harmonize the movement 
of LCVs in the region.  
 
Ontario 
Mr. Madill provided an update on developments in Ontario, noting that the province will be allowing 
axles fitted with new generation wide base single tires to carry a maximum weight of 9,000 kgs.  He 
also noted that the track width requirements for trailers built prior to 2010 and fitted with wide tires 
would be relaxed to 2.3 m.  
 
He reported that Ontario is working with Québec on LCV permit conditions.  He added that the 
Province will limit the number of LCVs that can operate on the highway network in the inaugural 
year(s), noting that no more than 100 permits will be issued during the first year, starting next spring. 
 
Mr. Madill also reported that Phase 4 of the vehicle weights and dimensions reform project was 
underway. He explained that the work is intended to cause a migration to safe, productive, 
infrastructure-friendly trucks and truck-trailer combinations operating on the Province’s highways.  
Mr. Madill noted that another major initiative of Phase 4 is to simplify the calculation of gross 
vehicle weight for all heavy vehicles.   
 
Québec: 
Mr. Janelle reported on developments, noting that: 
• Québec is working to harmonize LCV operations with neighbouring jurisdictions; 
• Requirements for truck speed limiters will be enforced beginning in January 2009; 
• Québec is studying issues pertaining to the crossing of over-size and overweight vehicle at 

railroad tracks;   
• In 2009, some modifications will be proposed for over-size and overweight vehicle regulations. 
 
New Brunswick 
Ms. Lynch reported that the Minister had signed the Atlantic Memorandum of Understanding on 
special permit conditions for over-dimensional vehicles and the ministry is preparing the regulatory 
mechanisms to be implemented in January 2009.  
 
She noted that, following its pilot project, the Province had developed guidelines for the operation of 
LCVs on four-lane highways in the province. 
 
She indicated that the Province will issue permits for use of quad-axle semi-trailers at weights 
previously available only to the forestry sector.  
 
She reported that 25 m long double trailer combinations are acceptable on the Province’s secondary 
highway system. 
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Ms. Lynch also reported that the New Brunswick Department of Transportation had recently 
completed ten-year multi-modal and ITS strategic plans.   
 
Nova Scotia 
Mr. Stonehouse reported that a pilot test of LCV operations was being planned for the province in 
conjunction with the program being launched by New Brunswick. 
 
He reported that quad axle semi trailers and tridem drive tractors were being assessed.  
 
He noted that the province had also recently completed a stakeholder consultation process on the 
regulatory burden faced by industry. He reported that the review had shown that while the regulations 
themselves are not seen as a major burden, a better understanding of the regulations and requirements 
was needed, possibly through provision of  information sessions and guide books. He also reported 
that stakeholders had identified the need for better access to services and information. 
 
Finally, Mr. Stonehouse reported that the Atlantic MOU on special permit conditions for over-
dimensional vehicles is currently before the Minister for signature. 
 
Prince Edward Island 
Mr. MacEwen reported that the PEI Minister had signed the Atlantic MOU on Overdimensional 
Special Permits. He noted that wide-base single tires can now be used in PEI under special permit.  
 
Northwest Territories 
Mr. Bonnetrouge reported that the Territory is reviewing proposals for a permitting centre to operate 
24 hours a day, seven days a week.   
 
He noted that a weigh-in-motion scale had been installed and that it is equipped with a camera to take 
a photograph of each configuration. He also noted that two self-weigh scales had been installed 
outside Hay River and Fort Simpson. 
 
He also reported that construction of the Deh Cho Bridge near Fort Providence had begun and was 
expected to be complete by 2010.  He added that some income will be generated by tolls on 
commercial traffic. 

4. Council of the Federation Regulatory Harmonization Initiative 
Mr. Pearson provided a presentation (Attachment 3) about this initiative and drew attention to the 
report that had been prepared for the Council of the Federation (CoF) and circulated to participants in 
advance of the meeting.  He noted that the national MOU on interprovincial vehicle weights and 
dimensions is now over 20 years old and, because of processes and mechanisms in place to address 
harmonization needs, it has evolved over time.  However, he noted that the CoF has directed that a 
more aggressive harmonization program be pursued.  In order to do so, Mr. Pearson suggested 
governments need to understand what industry sees as outstanding barriers and key harmonization 
priorities. 
 
Mr. Robert suggested that stakeholders need to: 

- Consider how technology will change vehicles of the future; 
- Implement technologies that improve safety and fuel efficiency; 
- Implement LCVs more broadly in order to compensate for a shortage of drivers; 
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- Eliminate barriers within Canada as NAFTA aims to eliminate barriers between North 
American countries.  

- Consider and address the changing nature of intermodal freight and the implications for 
highway transport. The weight of intermodal containers has been increasing, with larger 
cranes being installed at ports to carry heavier loads 

 
Mr. Billing observed that the capacity of infrastructure to carry weight and accommodate dimensions 
has been pushed to its limit and it cannot increase further without rebuilding the infrastructure.  He 
also noted that the Australian approach of using performance-based standards should be considered in 
Canada.  He remarked that it would be helpful if the US adopted Canada’s national MOU. 
 
Ms. Ritchie concurred with Mr. Billing’s remark about the state of infrastructure and suggested it 
would be appropriate to advise the Premiers that significant investment in infrastructure is needed. 
She also suggested that harmonization is needed with regard to the interpretation of regulations and 
that guidance and better training is needed at the enforcement level. 

 
Mr. Seeley noted that more rest areas are needed in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia as drivers 
cannot find safe places to stop. 

 
Mr. Bond suggested that the regulatory system needs to be more responsive and react more quickly to 
innovation by the industry.   
 
Mr. Gilks further suggested that regulations should not only react to, but facilitate and encourage, 
innovation in the sector.   
 
Mr. Overing observed that manufacturers may not wish to reveal innovative products too early in the 
development process and suggested that governments should allow a certain amount of testing outside 
of the regulations in order to facilitate development. 
 
Mr. Delaney observed that the vehicle and equipment design process ought to take transportation 
needs and constraints into consideration, noting that drilling rigs are often designed without 
considering how they will be delivered to their destination.  
 
Mr. Church suggested information sharing is helpful, noting that where a technology or an approach 
has worked in one jurisdiction it may be easier to implement it in others.  He also suggested it would 
be helpful if disharmony in regulations could be clearly identified.   
 
Mme Lessard suggested it would be helpful if more detailed information on special permit conditions 
was readily available on provincial and territorial websites, noting that while manufacturers are 
anxious to comply with regulations and specifications, there are challenges faced in following and 
obtaining information on different regulations in different jurisdictions.   
 
In summary, participants discussed the value of fora such as the Task Force that provide opportunities 
for governments, manufacturers, shippers and carriers to work together to improve productivity and 
noted the importance of speeding up the regulatory process and being proactive rather than reactive.   

5. Submission from Canadian Trucking Alliance 
Mr. Wood provided a presentation (Attachment 4) and reviewed a number of issues deserving 
attention in the MOU, including: 
- weight allowances for auxiliary power units and particulate traps in new engines; 
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- extended length boat tails; 
- weight limits for axles fitted with wide-based single tires; 
- weight and length exemptions to accommodate moose bumpers; 
- weight exemptions for trailer skirts on tractor semi-trailers. 

 
Mr. Smith provided a presentation (Attachment 5) on the federal regulations regarding use of “boat 
tails” in the United States and research by ATDynamics on extended length boat tails.  He noted that 
seven US fleets are operating with ATDynamics trailer tails approximately four feet in length.  He 
reported that fuel efficiency is improved when compared to shorter tails and that there are also 
improved safety benefits.    

 
Mr. Madill suggested Ontario would be receptive to longer boat tails but would need individual 
designs to be certified with respect to safety, especially when operating under snow and ice 
conditions.  He suggested leadership from the federal government may be needed in this area. 
    
Participants enquired if fuel savings had been estimated when multiple technologies, such as boat 
tails, wide tires and trailer skirts, are used together.  It was suggested the savings would not be strictly 
additive but nearly so. 
 
Mr. Park observed that disc brakes enhance safety but are heavier than drum brakes, which has 
prevented greater market penetration.  He suggested that consideration be given to making a weight 
allowance for disc brakes to encourage their adoption by the industry.  
 
At the conclusion of discussion of these matters, Mr. Wood urged that the recommended amendments 
be made to the MOU as soon as possible to assist the struggling industry.  He asked that Mr. Pearson 
provide a formal consolidated response to CTA following the meeting. 

6. Stability and Control – Roll Coupled Trailers 
a) Research on Truck/Full-Trailer Dynamic Performance 
Mr. Sinett provided a presentation (Attachment 6) regarding FP Innovations planned research to 
improve the dynamic performance of truck/full trailers.  He noted that Phase 2 of the project is in 
progress and a prototype roll-coupling device has been built.  He invited feedback from participants, 
adding that the testing procedure is being developed and will be conducted soon. 
  
b) Double Pintle Hook Pony Trailers 
Mr. Wulff introduced a video that demonstrated roll-coupled pintle hook trailers and requested an 
amendment to accommodate them in the national MOU. 
 
Mr. Gilks reported that BC is working with Mr. Wulff and FP Innovations on this project and would 
report back to the Task Force on developments.  Mr. Madill expressed interest in working with BC 
on the matter and noted it is timely given Ontario’s vehicle reform project.  He also suggested that 
Transport Canada be involved in the process so that work towards a standard could begin. 

7. Wide Base Single Tires  
a) Update on Research  and Regulatory Changes  
Mr. Pearson reported that the Engineering and Research Support Committee (ERSC) of the Council 
of Deputy Ministers had commissioned a study at Université Laval to investigate the impacts of wide 
base tires on thin asphalt structures.  He noted it is hoped the research will help ERSC evaluate the 
impacts of any further changes to the weight limit on axles fitted with these tires.  Mr. Pearson 
offered to share the research report with the Task Force when it becomes available.  
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b) Retrofitting – Transition Schedule and Minimum Track Width  
Mr. Overing noted that the national MOU had been amended to relax the minimum track width 
requirement to 2.3 m for existing trailers retrofitted with wide base single tires.  He also noted that 
the amendment requires that 2008 model year vehicles meet the basic requirement of 2.5 m 
minimum track width.  However, Mr. Overing noted that the 2008 vehicles were already delivered in 
the year the regulations were changed and he said the conversion period should be moved to 2010.   
 
Mr. Madill suggested the date of manufacture, rather than the model year, should be specified.  

8. Tractor Wheelbase Limits   
Ms. Ritchie inquired which jurisdictions are allowing longer wheel base limits following the Québec 
model.  It was noted that: 
- Manitoba allows longer wheel bases by permit  
- New Brunswick adopted the Québec model in regulation 
- Nova Scotia will do so through regulations and  
- PEI accommodates longer tractors under permit, also following the Québec model which 

requires reduced trailer wheelbase.   
 
Mr. Robert observed that longer tractor wheelbases will increase fuel consumption and the focus 
should be on bringing the trailer closer to the cab.   
 
Mr. Shupe remarked that, in his sector, a longer wheelbase is necessary to accommodate additional 
vehicular requirements in the regulations.  It was suggested that an additional 26 inches will be 
needed by 2010.  

9. Weight Exemptions for Disc Brakes  
It was noted this issue had been addressed earlier under Agenda #5.  

10. Liftable Axle Technologies 
In the absence of several key representatives, discussion of this issue was deferred until a future 
meeting. 

11. Harmonization of Over-dimensional Permits in Atlantic Canada  
It was noted that work is in progress to standardize terms with respect to the movement of six classes 
of over-dimensional loads in Atlantic Canada. It was further noted that each jurisdiction has 
identified routes upon which such loads can travel. Finally, it was noted that an Escort Vehicle 
Drivers’ Handbook had been prepared to accompany the Atlantic agreement, based on a model 
published in Alberta, and would available shortly.   

12. Escort Vehicles and Drivers 
Ms. Murray (Sparrow Piloting Services) reported that she is assembling the pilot car/escort vehicle 
requirements from all jurisdictions, and would have a document for participants at the next meeting. 
 
Mr. Delaney noted that the oil and gas industry has developed a pilot car course and the intention is 
to make it a requirement for operators. He also suggested there should be a harmonized approach to 
the rights and responsibilities of escort vehicle drivers. 
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13. Other Business 
Mr. Robert expressed concern about conflicts that exist between federal and provincial regulations 
and inquired about means to resolve such conflicts.  He sought clarification about vehicle 
importation processes and it was noted that dealers are responsible for ensuring vehicles brought into 
Canada meet Canadian standards. Mr. Harbour (Transport Canada) agreed to determine who at 
Transport Canada is responsible for such regulations and to share that information with participants.  
 Action: Harbour 
 
Mr. Seeley remarked that wheel bearing wear is a safety concern and suggested this be raised as an 
item for discussion at the next meeting of CCMTA’s Periodic Motor Vehicle Inspection Committee. 
Mr. MacEwen offered to raise this issue with CCMTA.  
 
As an information item, Ms. McKee noted there have been instances of trailers being imported from 
the US that do not meet MOU requirements for minimum track width. It was noted that the US does 
not have a regulation regarding track width. 

14. Harmonization of LCV Permits in Western Canada 
Mr. Pearson drew attention to the draft proposal, which had been circulated in advance, regarding 
special permit conditions for the operation of Turnpike Doubles and Rocky Mountain Doubles on 
multi-lane highways in western Canada.   
 
Mr. Gilks provided a status report, noting that work is expected to be completed in the spring of 
2009. Mr. Moroz noted that the work has been focused initially on development of common vehicle 
specifications to facilitate travel through the region. 

15. LCV Permits in Eastern Canada: Review of Developments 
a) Working Group Progress Report   
Mr. Madill drew attention to the document that had been circulated in advance, which identified 
differences between Ontario, Québec, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick with respect to LCV permit 
requirements.  He reported the provinces are working through the differences in pursuit of 
harmonization and he suggested some good progress is being made, although some differences 
remain to be resolved. 
 
With respect to driver training, it was noted that NB, NS and ON currently require a CTA LCV 
Driver Certificate but QC requires a “T’ endorsement on a driver’s license.  Mr. Janelle suggested 
QC may make the “T” endorsement equivalent to CTA certification and it was also noted the 
jurisdictions may begin to recognize the qualifications granted by each other.  It was reported that 
the certificates would be carrier-issued and would not be transferrable with a driver.   
 
With respect to tractor horsepower, it was noted that it is difficult to monitor torque requirement.  It 
was reported that QC has agreed to match ON’s requirement of 425 HP and that NS has agreed to 
meet NB’s requirement of 460 HP.  
 
With respect to electronic stability control, Mr. Madill indicated that ON will require all LCV 
tractors to be equipped with ESC.  In addition, the lead trailer may not be equipped with a roll 
stability system unless it also controls the dolly and second trailer brakes.  Mr. Janelle, Mr. 
Stonehouse and Ms. Lynch all indicated they would evaluate the issue. 
 
With respect to enhanced braking systems, Mr. Madill indicated ON will have a number of specific 
requirements and QC, NB and NS have indicated agreement in principle.  It was noted that LCV’s 
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will be highly visible vehicles and that all appropriate safety precautions are being taken.  It was 
further noted that enhanced braking systems might become requirements for other truck 
configurations in the future. 
 
With respect to high-mounted brake lights, it was noted that ON and QC will not require them, but 
NS and NB will.  Ms. Lynch indicated this is based on results of research conducted at the 
University of New Brunswick, which she offered to share with the other interested jurisdictions. 
 
With respect to container chassis, it was noted that they will be an acceptable LCV configuration in 
ON and QC.  Mr. Stonehouse reported that NS is looking at it favourably. Ms. Lynch indicated the 
acceptability of this configuration was under review in NB. 
 
With respect to configurations allowed, it was noted that QC and ON will allow A and B trains, with 
QC eliminating C trains.  Ms. Lynch noted that NB would permit both A and C trains. She noted that 
industry interest in use of C trains was not anticipated, and the Province would be reviewing the 
acceptability of B trains. Mr. Stonehouse reported that NS would be allowing A Trains, and was 
giving serious consideration to also allowing B Trains. 
 
With respect to winter operations, it was noted year-round operation will be permitted in ON, NB 
and NS, although none would not allow LCVs to operate during inclement weather or in slippery 
conditions.  Mr. Janelle indicated QC has not allowed LCV operations during the winter (December, 
January and February), but was prepared to review this position in the future, based on experience in 
other jurisdictions. 
 
With respect to dangerous goods, it was noted that QC and NS will not permit the transport of 
dangerous goods on LCVs.  It was also noted that NB does not permit the transport of Class 1 and 7 
goods on LCVs.  Mr. Madill reported that ON had reviewed its position and will maintain that 
placardable amounts are not permitted.  
 
With respect to gross vehicle weight limits, disparity was noted between the provinces.  Ms. Lynch 
reported that NB would consider increasing the GVW to 63,500 kgs, consistent with ON, but that the 
implications for the highway system, which is operated in some places in the province by private 
companies, would have to be considered. Mr. Stonehouse suggested NS would review the GVW 
limit at the end of the pilot project. 
 
With respect to carrier’s safety performance, it was noted that ON is the only one of the four 
provinces to have established a “Satisfactory” or better Carrier Safety Rating as a permit 
requirement.  Mr. Janelle indicated QC is consulting on the regulations and would consider ON’s 
approach.  It was noted that the matter will be reviewed in NS and NB. 
 
b) Specific Issues   
It was noted that issues pertaining to LCVs with intermodal containers are under review. 
 
It was noted that new generation wide base single tires would be allowed on LCV’s under the same 
conditions and limits as for other vehicles. 
 
With respect to accessing LCV corridors, Mr. Madill noted that in ON it will be expected that origin 
and destination points will generally be within 2 kms of the highway system.  He added that carriers 
will need to prepare an engineering evaluation of the planned off-highway route and submit it to 
municipalities and the Ministry of Transportation for review and approval. Mr. Madill also noted 
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that the Ministry will not provide yards where LCVs can be formed or broken up but he suggested 
shippers and carriers may wish to collaborate to develop such facilities. 

16. Next Meeting 
It was agreed that the next meeting should be convened in November 2009 and that consideration be 
given to scheduling it in conjunction with the Cargo Securement Subcommittee of the Commercial 
Vehicle Safety Alliance.   

17. Adjournment  
There being no further business, participants were thanked for their contributions to a productive 
meeting. 

 
Prepared by:  Sarah Wells 
Date:    December 17, 2008 
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Attachment 1: 
 

Task Force on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions Policy 
Meeting – November 25, 2008 Toronto 

 
Name Affiliation Phone e-mail 

Eric Amlin FP Innovations 604-228-1555 eric.amlin@fpinnovations.ca  
Bob Ballantyne CITA 613-599-8993 ballantyne@bellnet.ca  
Michael Balsom NS Transportation and Infrastructure 

Renewal  
902-424-0070 balsommg@gov.ns.ca  

Robert Barsalou Ontario Ministry of Transportation 905-704-2518 Robert.barsalou@ontario.ca 
Francois Beauchamp  Michelin Canada 450-680-4993 Francois.beauchamp@ca.michelin.com 
John Billing Consultant 416-499-3202 Jrbilling@sympatico.ca 
Greg Bond Manitoulin Transport 705-844-1789 gbond@manitoulintransport.com  
Keith Bonnetrouge NWT Department of Transportation   867-874-5001 Keith.bonnetrouge@gov.nt.ca  
Normand Bourque Québec Trucking Association 514-932-0377 Normand.bourque@carrefour-acq.org  
David Church Forest Products Association of 

Canada 
613-563-1441 dchurch@fpac.ca  

Andrew Cipywnyk Saskatchewan Highways & 
Infrastructure 

306-787-6998 andrew.cipywnyk@gov.sk.ca 

Gervais Corbin Transports Québec 418-644-5593 Gervais.corbin@mtq.gouv.qc.ca 
Alfonso Corredor Ontario Ministry of Transportation 416-585-7192 Alfonso.corredor@ontario.ca  
Patrick Delaney Petroleum Services Association  403-781-7384 pdelaney@psac.ca  
Denis Dubois Transport Robert 418-338-2151 ddubois@robert.ca  
Greg Gilks BC Infrastructure and Transportation 250-953-4024 Greg.gilks@gov.bc.ca  
Bill Harbour Transport Canada 613-998-1907 Bill.harbour@tc.gc.ca   
Alan Hiebert H.E.A.T of Manitoba 204-757-7986 agkbhiebert@highspeedcrow.ca  
Garry Hiebert H.E.A.T of Manitoba 204-444-3069 gectecholdings@msn.com  
Francois Janelle Transports Québec 418-644-5593 Francois.janelle@mtq.gouv.qc.ca 
Geoff Johnson ATDynamics 415-314-5562 gjohnson@atdynamics.com  
Peter Koltun Tembec 416-775-2818 peter.koltun@tembec.com 
Josee Lessard Manac Inc 418-228-2018 Josee.lessard@manac.ca 
Nancy Lynch NB Dept of Transportation 506-453-2802 Nancy.lynch@gnb.ca 
Doug MacEwen PEI Transportation and Public Works 902-368-5219 djmacewen@gov.pe.ca  
Ron Madill Ontario Ministry of Transportation 519-473-6543 Ron.madill@ontario.ca 
Jan McKee Manitoba Infrastructure & 

Transportation  
204-945-8240 Jan.mckee@gov.mb.ca  

Alvin Moroz Alberta Transportation 403-340-5189 Alvin.moroz@gov.ab.ca 
Heather Murray Sparrow Piloting 306-244-2350 sparrowpilot@shaw.ca 
John Overing Michelin Canada 450-978-4751 John.overing@ca.michelin.com  
Jim Park  OBAC 905-227-5755 jpark@obac.ca  
John Pearson Council of DM's Secretariat 613-247-9347 Jpearson@comt.ca 
Jim Quart Norampac Inc. 905-760-3919 Jim_quart@norampac.com  
R. Sean Redden Kenworth Truck Co. 905-858-7001 Sean.redden@paccar.com  
Brian Rennie Bridgestone Firestone Canada 905-568-6498 renniebrian@bfusa.com 
Bruce Richards P.M.T.C 905-827-0587 trucks@pmtc.ca  
Joanne Ritchie OBAC 613-237-6222 jritchie@obac.ca 
Claude Robert  Transport Robert 514-521-1011 crobert@robert.ca 
Vernon Seeley Sunbury 506-634-4254 seeley.vernon@sunbury.ca 
Norm Shupe Mullen Group Inc. 403-995-5204 nshupe@mullen-group.com  
James Sinnett FP Innovations 604-228-1555 James.sinnett@fpinnovations.ca  
Andrew Smith ATDynamics 415-812-7357 asmith@atdynamics.com  
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Daniel St. Germain Transport Robert 450-469-3153 dstgermain@robert.ca 
Don Stonehouse NS Transportation and Infrastructure 

Renewal  
902-424-2490 Stonehdo@gov.ns.ca 

Jean St-Onge Midland Transport 506-852-2660 Stonge.jean@midlandtransport.com  
Eddy Tschirhart Cdn Transportation Equipment Assn 519-631-0414 eddyt@atminc.on.ca  
Robert Turner Canadian Tire Corporation 905-792-5511 Robertm.turner@cantire.com  
Geoff Wood CTA/OTA 416-249-7401 Geoffrey.wood@ontruck.org 
Larry Wulff Wulff Trailer Company 250-545-4315 lhwulff@shaw.ca  
Sarah Wells  Council of DM’s Secretariat 613 736-1350 swells@comt.ca  
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and Research 


Support 
Committee


Secretariat


Task Forces and 
Project


Committees


Task Forces and 
Project 


Committees


Standing 
Committees


Subcommittees, 
Task Forces and 
Project Groups


Annual Meeting Fall 2006Annual Meeting Fall 2006
Harmonization Priorities: Fuel EfficiencyHarmonization Priorities: Fuel Efficiency


Stakeholder RecommendationsStakeholder Recommendations


allow the use of the new generation of wideallow the use of the new generation of wide--base single truck base single truck 
tires at the same allowable weights as dual tires.tires at the same allowable weights as dual tires.
allow flexibility within the provincial truck dimensions standarallow flexibility within the provincial truck dimensions standards to ds to 
add nonadd non--payload aerodynamic improvements to their equipment.payload aerodynamic improvements to their equipment.
all provinces and territories should grant a weight exemption ofall provinces and territories should grant a weight exemption of
up to 181 kg (400 lbs.) for trucks equipped with an auxiliary up to 181 kg (400 lbs.) for trucks equipped with an auxiliary 
power unit (APU).power unit (APU).
allow a weight allowance on a truckallow a weight allowance on a truck’’s maximum gross vehicle s maximum gross vehicle 
weight of up to 181 kg (400 lbs) on 2007weight of up to 181 kg (400 lbs) on 2007--2010 trucks to eliminate 2010 trucks to eliminate 
the payload penalty associated with particulate traps. the payload penalty associated with particulate traps. 
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Harmonization Priorities:Harmonization Priorities:
National Guidelines for Additional Vehicle ConfigurationsNational Guidelines for Additional Vehicle Configurations


Interest in developing greater consistency in specifications for
vehicle configurations used in different regions:


Vehicles not currently addressed by MOU:
Tractor Semitrailer Configuration with tridem drive tractor
Tractor Semitrailer Configuration with quad axle semitrailer
Tractor Semitrailer Configuration with self-steer triaxle
Four Axle Straight Truck Configurations
Stinger steer automobile carriers


Special Permits: Long Combination Vehicles 
Turnpike Double Trailer Combinations
Rocky Mountain Double Trailer Combinations


Current Current 
Regulated Regulated 


Weight LimitsWeight Limits


Tandem Axle Weight Limit (kg)
(with Dual Tires)


0
2,000
4,000
6,000
8,000


10,000
12,000
14,000
16,000
18,000
20,000


BC AB SK MB ON QC NB PEI NS NL YK NT USA 


Tandem Axle Weight Limit (kg)
(with Single Tires)


0
2,000
4,000
6,000
8,000


10,000
12,000
14,000
16,000
18,000
20,000


BC AB SK MB ON QC NB PEI NS NL YK NT USA 


Canadian Limits 
higher than US 


2 jurisdictions limits 
higher than US, 1 lower
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MOU Amendment:MOU Amendment:
Weight Increase for New Generation Wide Single Tires Weight Increase for New Generation Wide Single Tires 


Weight Limits for New Generation Wide Base 
Single Tires:


Addition of new clause:
10. Its axle weights, when an axle is fitted with two 
single tires, each of which has a width of 445 mm or 
greater, do not exceed 7700 kg for single axles and 
15,400 kg for tandem axle groups.


MOU Amendment:MOU Amendment:
Retrofitting Existing Trailers with New Generation Wide Single TRetrofitting Existing Trailers with New Generation Wide Single Tires ires 


Appendix E: Interpretations and Clarifications


6. Minimum Track Width for Trailer Axles Fitted With 
Single Tires :


It is understood that the minimum track width for trailer 
axles fitted with single tires must be no less than 2.3 m 
for trailers built in 2007 or earlier.


It is further understood that the minimum track width for 
all axles on trailers built in 2008 or later must be no less 
than 2.5 m.
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MOU Amendment:MOU Amendment:
Allowance for Aerodynamic Devices on Rear of Trucks and TrailersAllowance for Aerodynamic Devices on Rear of Trucks and Trailers


Appendix E: Interpretations and Clarifications


4. All Categories 4. All Categories –– Aerodynamic Devices Fitted on Rear of Vehicles:Aerodynamic Devices Fitted on Rear of Vehicles:


It is understood that aerodynamic devices installed at the rear It is understood that aerodynamic devices installed at the rear of of 
trucks, trailers and semitrailers shall not be included in the trucks, trailers and semitrailers shall not be included in the 
measurement of overall length, trailer length, semitrailer lengtmeasurement of overall length, trailer length, semitrailer length, box h, box 
length and effective rear overhang, provided:length and effective rear overhang, provided:


any portion of the device more than 1.9 any portion of the device more than 1.9 metresmetres above the ground does above the ground does 
not protrude more than 0.61 not protrude more than 0.61 metresmetres beyond the rear of the vehicle, andbeyond the rear of the vehicle, and
any portion of the device within 1.9 any portion of the device within 1.9 metresmetres of the ground does not of the ground does not 
protrude more than 0.305 protrude more than 0.305 metresmetres beyond the rear of the vehicle, andbeyond the rear of the vehicle, and
the aerodynamic device is not designed or used to carry cargo.the aerodynamic device is not designed or used to carry cargo.


It is further understood that vehicles fitted with aerodynamic It is further understood that vehicles fitted with aerodynamic 
devices must also comply with applicable CMVSS standards and devices must also comply with applicable CMVSS standards and 
provincial/territorial regulations regarding lighting and conspiprovincial/territorial regulations regarding lighting and conspicuity.cuity.


MOU Amendment:MOU Amendment:
Standardization of Width Allowances for Mirrors and Other EquipmStandardization of Width Allowances for Mirrors and Other Equipment ent 


Appendix E: Interpretations and Clarifications


5. All Categories 5. All Categories –– Exclusions from Determination of Overall Width Exclusions from Determination of Overall Width 
(October 2007):(October 2007):
It is understood that auxiliary equipment and/or devices not It is understood that auxiliary equipment and/or devices not 
designed or used to carry cargo which do not extend more than 10designed or used to carry cargo which do not extend more than 10
cm beyond each side of the vehicle shall be excluded from cm beyond each side of the vehicle shall be excluded from 
measurements of overall width.measurements of overall width.


It is further understood that rear view mirrors which do not extIt is further understood that rear view mirrors which do not extend end 
more than 30 cm beyond each side of the vehicle shall be excludemore than 30 cm beyond each side of the vehicle shall be excluded d 
from measurements of overall widthfrom measurements of overall width
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101.6” (2.6m)


77.5”


98.2” (2.5 m)


81.6”
2” offset


Track Width RegulationsTrack Width Regulations
National Standards: Width Across Tires
• Maximum: 2.6 m                Minimum: 2.5 m


Implication: Replacing dual tires with single tire requires rim offset or 
spacers to meet minimum track width of 2.5 m.


Aerodynamic Devices Aerodynamic Devices 


•• estimated to improve fuel efficiency by up to 5%estimated to improve fuel efficiency by up to 5%
•• additional length conflicts with regulated dimension additional length conflicts with regulated dimension 


limitslimits
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MOU Recommendations Summary MOU Recommendations Summary 


Proposed changes to MOU for consideration by Council Proposed changes to MOU for consideration by Council 
of Ministers:of Ministers:


Weight limit on single tiresWeight limit on single tires
Accommodation of aerodynamic devices Accommodation of aerodynamic devices 
within dimension limitswithin dimension limits
Standardized definition for items permitted in Standardized definition for items permitted in 
10 cm width limit exclusion & extension of 10 cm width limit exclusion & extension of 
mirrors  mirrors  
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Council of the FederationCouncil of the Federation


Harmonization of Transportation Harmonization of Transportation 
Regulations Regulations 


November 2008November 2008


Background Background 


In August 2007, the provincial and territorial In August 2007, the provincial and territorial 
Premiers (Council of the Federation) agreed to Premiers (Council of the Federation) agreed to 
harmonize transportation regulatory codes, harmonize transportation regulatory codes, 


eliminate those standards and regulations that are eliminate those standards and regulations that are 
unjustifiable barriers to trade in the transportation unjustifiable barriers to trade in the transportation 
sectorsector


Council of Ministers Responsible for Council of Ministers Responsible for 
Transportation and Highway Safety directed to Transportation and Highway Safety directed to 
report in July 2008report in July 2008
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Report OutlineReport Outline


mechanisms and support structure used for 
intergovernmental collaboration and for consensus 
building


the progress which has been achieved in harmonization 
of transportation regulations since the 1980’s


the processes and mechanisms which are in place to 
Address ongoing harmonization needs and 


Maintain close working relationships between governments and 
stakeholders


current harmonization issues and priorities, and the 
mechanisms being used to address them, including 
outstanding issues which pose major challenges


Agreements and Agreements and MOUMOU’’ss::
Motor Carriers (since 1987)Motor Carriers (since 1987)


National: 12National: 12
Including Including 


MOU on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions MOU on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions 
National Safety CodeNational Safety Code


Regional: 7Regional: 7
Including harmonization of special permits Including harmonization of special permits 
west, central and east west, central and east 
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Evolution of Vehicle Weight and Dimension LimitsEvolution of Vehicle Weight and Dimension Limits


Until early 1970Until early 1970’’s Canada and US had similar s Canada and US had similar 
size and weight limits:size and weight limits:


73,280 73,280 -- 80,000 lb80,000 lb
65 65 -- 70 ft vehicle length limit70 ft vehicle length limit


Quest for greater productivity in Canada resulted Quest for greater productivity in Canada resulted 
in changes through 1970in changes through 1970’’s s 


Longer vehicles (including doubles and Longer vehicles (including doubles and LCVLCV’’ss))
New Bridge Formula; higher axle and vehicle weightsNew Bridge Formula; higher axle and vehicle weights


Evolution of Higher Payloads: Evolution of Higher Payloads: 
Western Canada Western Canada -- Longer VehiclesLonger Vehicles


38 t (84,000 lb)


57 t (126,000 lb)


54 t (119,000 lb)


53 t (117,000 lb)


Tandem Axle – 16 t (~ 35,300 lb)
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Evolution of Higher Payloads: Evolution of Higher Payloads: 
Eastern Canada Eastern Canada –– New New ““Bridge FormulaBridge Formula””


41 t (90,000 lb)


47 t (103,000 lb)


50 t (110,000 lb)


55 t (120,000 lb)


60 t (130,000 lb)


Tandem Axle – 20 t (~ 44,000 lb)


National Harmonization of National Harmonization of 
Truck Size and Weight LimitsTruck Size and Weight Limits


Early 1980Early 1980’’s s –– growing concerns growing growing concerns growing 
with lack of uniformity in regulations across with lack of uniformity in regulations across 
CanadaCanada


Cited as barriers to trade between provincesCited as barriers to trade between provinces
Challenge: Why do limits differ from one Challenge: Why do limits differ from one 
jurisdiction to the next?jurisdiction to the next?
Resolution: Resolution: 


major research effort to address technical major research effort to address technical 
concernsconcerns
government/industry partnership   government/industry partnership   
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Stability and Control Research Stability and Control Research 


Examination of impacts of Examination of impacts of 
changing weights and changing weights and 
dimensions dimensions 


Tractor SemitrailersTractor Semitrailers
Double Trailer CombinationsDouble Trailer Combinations
Longer Combination VehiclesLonger Combination Vehicles


Pavement Impacts Research Pavement Impacts Research 


What are impacts of increased axle weights on different pavementWhat are impacts of increased axle weights on different pavement
designs?designs?


Single, tandem and tridem groupsSingle, tandem and tridem groups
What are impacts of different axle configurations?What are impacts of different axle configurations?


Single tires Single tires vsvs dual tires dual tires 
Close and wide spaced tandemsClose and wide spaced tandems
Close and wide spaced tridemsClose and wide spaced tridems


13 instrumented test sites on highways across Canada13 instrumented test sites on highways across Canada
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MOU on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions MOU on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions –– 1988 1988 


Commitments:


Vehicles which comply with weight and dimensions limits in MOU 
can travel freely across Canada


Provinces can retain more liberal weight and/or dimension limits for 
travel within their jurisdiction


MOU on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions:MOU on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions:
1991 Amendment1991 Amendment


4 additional configurations added4 additional configurations added
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National MOU Evolution National MOU Evolution 


1994:1994:
Semitrailer length limit increased to 16.2 m (53 ft)Semitrailer length limit increased to 16.2 m (53 ft)
Overall length limit for double trailer combinations increased tOverall length limit for double trailer combinations increased to o 
25 25 metresmetres (82 ft)(82 ft)


19971997
Increased box length limit for TruckIncreased box length limit for Truck--Trailer combinations to 20 Trailer combinations to 20 
mm
Increased hitch offset limit to 1.8 mIncreased hitch offset limit to 1.8 m
Increased straight truck steering axle weight limit to 7250 kgIncreased straight truck steering axle weight limit to 7250 kg
Reduced minimum trailer wheelbase to 6.25 mReduced minimum trailer wheelbase to 6.25 m
Removed weight limit caps on second trailer in doublesRemoved weight limit caps on second trailer in doubles
Accepted vehicles with Accepted vehicles with liftableliftable axles, axles, ““invisibleinvisible”” when lifted when lifted 


20042004
Increased box length limit on A Train Doubles to 20 mIncreased box length limit on A Train Doubles to 20 m
Added recreational vehicles to Intercity Bus category   Added recreational vehicles to Intercity Bus category   


National MOU EvolutionNational MOU Evolution


20082008
Increased weight limits on new generation single tiresIncreased weight limits on new generation single tires
Exempted aerodynamic devices on rear of trucks and trailers Exempted aerodynamic devices on rear of trucks and trailers 
from length measurementfrom length measurement
Standardized width limit allowances for auxiliary equipment and Standardized width limit allowances for auxiliary equipment and 
rear view mirrors rear view mirrors 
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Conclusion  Conclusion  
Significant progress on nationally compatible weight and dimension 
limits in past 20 years; 


benefits to shippers, carriers and consumers


Ongoing efforts to identify concerns and resolve impediments to 
interprovincial trade 


MOU has not been stagnant, updated 5 times
Significant regional agreements also implemented – west, central & 
east


Comment – MOU is 20 years old; time for review and renewal?


Are there issues not being addressed?
Long Combination Vehicles
Oversize and Overweight permits
Others
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CTA WEIGHTS AND CTA WEIGHTS AND 
DIMENSIONSDIMENSIONS
INITIATIVES INITIATIVES 


Meeting of the National Task Force on Meeting of the National Task Force on 
Vehicle Weights and Dimensions PolicyVehicle Weights and Dimensions Policy


Toronto, November 25, 2008Toronto, November 25, 2008


CTA DirectionCTA Direction
Implement components of CTAImplement components of CTA’’s s EnviroEnviro--Truck to Truck to 
benefit carriers and the environment including:benefit carriers and the environment including:
Weight Exemptions for Weight Exemptions for APUAPU’’ss and New Engine and New Engine 
Technology;Technology;
Length Exemptions for extended length Boat Length Exemptions for extended length Boat 
Tails;Tails;
Weight Increases for Wide Based Tires;Weight Increases for Wide Based Tires;
Weight and Length Exemptions for Moose Weight and Length Exemptions for Moose 
Bumpers;Bumpers;
Weight Exemptions for Trailer Skirts.Weight Exemptions for Trailer Skirts.
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APUAPU’’ss and New Enginesand New Engines


Background on APU/New EnginesBackground on APU/New Engines


Installed to reduce emissions and idling;Installed to reduce emissions and idling;
APUAPU’’ss voluntary, but becoming de facto voluntary, but becoming de facto 
standard with increasing restrictions on idling in standard with increasing restrictions on idling in 
North America;North America;
Engine technology is regulated Engine technology is regulated –– no choice;no choice;
The weight of these devices takes away from The weight of these devices takes away from 
payload;payload;
Weight exemptions will assist in offsetting weight Weight exemptions will assist in offsetting weight 
penalties associated with this technology and penalties associated with this technology and 
increase acceptance across the industry;increase acceptance across the industry;
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SolutionSolution


To overcome weight penalties, CTA To overcome weight penalties, CTA 
recommends that all Canadian provinces recommends that all Canadian provinces 
provide a 1000 lb exemption on the gross provide a 1000 lb exemption on the gross 
vehicle weight per vehicle for trucking vehicle weight per vehicle for trucking 
fleets operating Class 8 tractors with a fleets operating Class 8 tractors with a 
particulate trap and an APU.particulate trap and an APU.


State Acceptance of Weight State Acceptance of Weight 
Exemptions for Exemptions for APUAPU’’ss
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Boat TailsBoat Tails


Background on Boat TailsBackground on Boat Tails
Industry is looking at ways to achieve increased Industry is looking at ways to achieve increased 
fuel efficiency to offset increased fuel consumption fuel efficiency to offset increased fuel consumption 
from from ’’07 engines and benefit environment.07 engines and benefit environment.
Attaching aerodynamic devices to rear of trailers Attaching aerodynamic devices to rear of trailers 
has been identified as one way to increase fuel has been identified as one way to increase fuel 
economy.economy.
Boat Tails are estimated by NRC and FP Boat Tails are estimated by NRC and FP 
Innovations to improve fuel efficiency by up to 5% Innovations to improve fuel efficiency by up to 5% 
in wind tunnel and onin wind tunnel and on--track testing.track testing.
Truck Manufacturers Association and US DOE Truck Manufacturers Association and US DOE 
estimate savings of one billion gallons of fuel estimate savings of one billion gallons of fuel 
annually through use of aerodynamic devices.annually through use of aerodynamic devices.
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Evolving Boat Tail DesignEvolving Boat Tail Design


Evolving Boat Tail DesignEvolving Boat Tail Design
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Evolving Boat Tail DesignEvolving Boat Tail Design


Evolving Boat Tail DesignEvolving Boat Tail Design
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ChallengeChallenge
How can boat tails be installed on trailers How can boat tails be installed on trailers 
without compromising safety concerns without compromising safety concerns 
related to:related to:


rear outrear out--swing;swing;
trailer undertrailer under--ride protection and;ride protection and;
lighting and conspicuity.lighting and conspicuity.


0505’’--0606’’ SolutionSolution


Develop a partnership between Develop a partnership between 
government and industry to examine ways government and industry to examine ways 
in which these devices could be installed in which these devices could be installed 
on trucks.on trucks.
A partnership was formed between Robert A partnership was formed between Robert 
Transport, Ministry of Transportation, Transport, Ministry of Transportation, 
Ontario and the Ontario Trucking Ontario and the Ontario Trucking 
Association. Association. 
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Desired Outcome 06Desired Outcome 06’’
To provide a permit to operate the trailers To provide a permit to operate the trailers 
on Ontario highways;on Ontario highways;
Incorporate Boat Tails into Regulation;Incorporate Boat Tails into Regulation;
Incorporate Boat Tails into Incorporate Boat Tails into MoUMoU..


Progress 06Progress 06’’--0707’’


Permits made available in Ontario;Permits made available in Ontario;
Boat Tails were incorporated into Boat Tails were incorporated into MoUMoU in in 
2007;2007;
Boat Tails permitted were a compromise Boat Tails permitted were a compromise 
to meet rear underto meet rear under--ride and out swing ride and out swing 
considerations; considerations; 
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If rear extremity of trailer 
exceeds 305 mm from under 
ride protection, it must be 
located above the 1900 mm 
plane


305 mm
maximum


1900 mm
minimum
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Current SituationCurrent Situation


As Boat tail designs evolve dimensions As Boat tail designs evolve dimensions 
allowed in allowed in MoUMoU do not allow carriers to do not allow carriers to 
install the most fuel efficient devices;install the most fuel efficient devices;
Transport Robert will operate the Transport Robert will operate the MoUMoU
spec Boat Tail in Toronto spec Boat Tail in Toronto –– Montreal Montreal 
operations as part of Transport Canada operations as part of Transport Canada 
Freight Demonstration Projects;Freight Demonstration Projects;
Results of Results of MoUMoU spec boat tail expected to spec boat tail expected to 
be less than 2% fuel savings.be less than 2% fuel savings.
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Challenge 08Challenge 08’’--0909’’


Dimensions of New Generation Boat Tails Dimensions of New Generation Boat Tails 
are outside envelope set in are outside envelope set in MoUMoU for rear for rear 
underunder--ride protection;ride protection;
How to allow these new devices on How to allow these new devices on 
Canadian vehicles for maximum fuel Canadian vehicles for maximum fuel 
efficiency;efficiency;
New generation boat tails can still meet New generation boat tails can still meet 
35% rear overhang and conspicuity 35% rear overhang and conspicuity 
requirements.requirements.


Solution 08Solution 08’’-- 0909’’


Develop policy to allow the use of Develop policy to allow the use of 
extended length boat tails;extended length boat tails;
Adopt language and requirements found in Adopt language and requirements found in 
US regulations that permits extended US regulations that permits extended 
length boat tails, provided they are not of length boat tails, provided they are not of 
sufficient strength to cause damage to sufficient strength to cause damage to 
vehicles that may impact rear of trailer;vehicles that may impact rear of trailer;
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Solution 08Solution 08’’ –– 0909’’ ((concon’’tt))


CTA Recommends that Canadian CTA Recommends that Canadian 
Provinces explore options for reciprocity Provinces explore options for reciprocity 
between Canada and the US related between Canada and the US related 
testing devices with dimensions outside testing devices with dimensions outside 
envelope of envelope of MoUMoU as they relate to rear as they relate to rear 
underunder--ride protection or:ride protection or:
Allow manufactures options to explore Allow manufactures options to explore 
similar process in Canada.similar process in Canada.
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Wide Based TiresWide Based Tires


Wide Based Single TiresWide Based Single Tires
Fuel efficiency tests have shown these tires to Fuel efficiency tests have shown these tires to 
save up to 5% in fuel;save up to 5% in fuel;
Cost benefit analysis conducted in Ontario Cost benefit analysis conducted in Ontario 
indicated a benefit of 3:1 over costs when indicated a benefit of 3:1 over costs when 
operating wide based tires at 9,000 operating wide based tires at 9,000 kgskgs per axle;per axle;
At 50% uptake on trucks traveling on OntarioAt 50% uptake on trucks traveling on Ontario’’s s 
highways a switch to wide base single tires highways a switch to wide base single tires 
could lead to an overall reduction in could lead to an overall reduction in GHGGHG’’ss
byby 135,000 metric 135,000 metric tonnestonnes, the, the equivalent of equivalent of 
removingremoving 90,00090,000 cars from the highways. cars from the highways. 
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Wide Based Single TiresWide Based Single Tires


Recent Recent MoUMoU changes allow weights up to changes allow weights up to 
7,700 7,700 kgskgs per axle in most jurisdictions;per axle in most jurisdictions;
Ontario and Quebec allow weights up to Ontario and Quebec allow weights up to 
9,000 9,000 kgskgs per axle; per axle; 
In order for Canadian carriers to take full In order for Canadian carriers to take full 
advantage of wide based tires and to level advantage of wide based tires and to level 
the playing field with US carriers all the playing field with US carriers all 
jurisdictions will be required to raise weight jurisdictions will be required to raise weight 
allowances on wide based tires;allowances on wide based tires;
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Wide Based Single TiresWide Based Single Tires


CTA recommends the CTA recommends the MoUMoU be revised to be revised to 
allow 9,000 allow 9,000 kgskgs per axle in Eastern per axle in Eastern 
Canada and 8,500 Canada and 8,500 kgskgs per axle in Western per axle in Western 
Canada for the use of Wide Based Single Canada for the use of Wide Based Single 
Tires.Tires.
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Moose BumpersMoose Bumpers


Moose BumpersMoose Bumpers


Weight and Length provisions for these Weight and Length provisions for these 
devices not currently addressed in devices not currently addressed in MoUMoU;;
Provide added protection for driver, other Provide added protection for driver, other 
motorists and vehicle components;motorists and vehicle components;
Reduced downtime from animal strikes;Reduced downtime from animal strikes;
Use of these devices is desired by Use of these devices is desired by 
Canadian carriers.Canadian carriers.
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Moose BumpersMoose Bumpers


CTA recommends the CTA recommends the MoUMoU be amended be amended 
to provide a 200 lbs weight exemption to provide a 200 lbs weight exemption 
from the gross vehicle weight and an from the gross vehicle weight and an 
exclusion from measurement of overall exclusion from measurement of overall 
length of vehicle for the use of Moose length of vehicle for the use of Moose 
Bumpers.Bumpers.
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Trailer SkirtsTrailer Skirts


Trailer SkirtsTrailer Skirts


EnergoEnergo Test 07Test 07’’ Test Results indicate Test Results indicate 
trailer skirts Improves fuel economy by up trailer skirts Improves fuel economy by up 
to 6.5%;to 6.5%;
Additional testing will be completed and Additional testing will be completed and 
documented during Transport Canada Eco documented during Transport Canada Eco 
Freight Demonstrations in both Eastern Freight Demonstrations in both Eastern 
and Western Canada;and Western Canada;
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Trailer SkirtsTrailer Skirts


Trailer SkirtsTrailer Skirts


CTA recommends the CTA recommends the MoUMoU be revised to be revised to 
allow a 500 lbs weight exemption from the allow a 500 lbs weight exemption from the 
gross vehicle weight for tractor semigross vehicle weight for tractor semi--
trailers using Trailer Skirts.trailers using Trailer Skirts.
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Questions/DiscussionQuestions/Discussion
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Boat Tail Law in the United States
Presentation to the Task Force on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions Policy


Contact: Geoffrey Johnson, Director of Regulatory Affairs
E-mail: gjohnson@atdnynamics.com
Tel: 415.314.5562


November 2008


2ATDynamics, Inc. -- Proprietary and Confidential 


Presentation Agenda


● Letter of the Boat Tail Law


● Administrative Jurisdiction


● Product Compliance Process


● Relationship between Canadian and U.S. Safety Regulations 


● Relationship between the Canadian MOU and the U.S. Boat Tail Law


● Opportunity for Harmonization


● Additional Considerations


● Voices of Support


● Key Contacts in the U.S.
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3ATDynamics, Inc. -- Proprietary and Confidential 


Letter of the Boat Tail Law
● U.S. federal regulation 23 CFR 658.16, “Exclusions from Length and Width 


Determinations,” grants a length waiver to an aerodynamic device mounted to the 
rear of a commercial motor vehicle, provided that the device:


1. is not capable of carrying cargo;


2. does not extend beyond 5 feet (1.52 meters) of the rear of the vehicle;


3. does not obscure tail lamps, turn signals, marker lamps, identification lamps, or safety 
devices such as hazardous material placards or conspicuity markings; and 


4. has neither the strength, rigidity nor mass to damage a vehicle, or injure a passenger in 
a vehicle that strikes a vehicle so equipped from the rear.


● Boat Tail Law has twin purposes of improving efficiency and protecting safety: 


● “Maximizing fuel economy during vehicle operation is once again becoming an 
increasingly important factor in the trucking industry, not to mention its importance in 
managing of the nation's fuel supply.... But we cannot allow a device with the potential 
of negating the safety gains achieved by the rear underride protection rules.” (67 FR 
225, page 15107)


4ATDynamics, Inc. -- Proprietary and Confidential 


Administrative Jurisdiction
● The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) is comprised of multiple agencies 


with different responsibilities and expertise, including:


● National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)


● Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA)


● Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)


● Boat Tail Law falls under the jurisdiction of FHWA:


● It is technically a length exclusion, and FHWA regulates vehicle size and weight


● In practice, FHWA exercises its jurisdiction with advice from NHTSA and FMCSA:


● NHTSA administers compliance with standards governing rear underride protection 
(FMVSS 223 and 224) and lighting and conspicuity (FMVSS 108); rear-mounted 
aerodynamic devices must not undermine these standards


● FMCSA is focused on reducing crashes, injuries and fatalities involving large trucks 
and buses
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5ATDynamics, Inc. -- Proprietary and Confidential 


Product Compliance Process
● Boat Tail Law effective in 2002, but not the product compliance process was not 


clarified until 2008 – when ATDynamics sought a length waiver for the TrailerTail®:
1. First, ATDynamics in a letter to FHWA requested a length waiver for the TrailerTail®, and 


provides a written and pictorial description of the TrailerTail®


2. Next, FHWA, with advice from NHTSA and FMCSA, responded by calling on 
ATDynamics to demonstrate that the TrailerTail® meets the four safety provisions of the 
Boat Tail Law (cargo, length, rear underride protection, and lighting and conspicuity) 
based on test results validated by one of several independent laboratories authorized by 
NHTSA to conduct vehicle safety testing.


Continued on next slide...


6ATDynamics, Inc. -- Proprietary and Confidential 


Product Compliance Process (cont.)
● Product compliance process (cont.):


1. Next, ATDynamics followed FHWA's guidance and submitted the TrailerTail® to testing 
conducted by an authorized independent laboratory, during which:
● Cargo and length were evaluated through visual inspection
● Rear underride protection was evaluated through dynamic impact (crash) testing: the 


colliding vehicle featured a worst-case combination of upper-bound ride height and 
lower-bound distance between bumper and windshield; the collision was directed at the 
most resilient section of the TrailerTail® – the corner hinge section; impact speed was 
in excess of the speed used by NHTSA to determine rear impact guard standards, 
resulting in 36% more force; and instrumented passenger dummies calculated force 
per FMVSS 201 (occupant protection).


● Lighting and conspicuity were evaluated through visual inspection to ensure that the 
device did not obstruct safety markings nor the measurement of FMVSS 108, and that 
the device itself was marked with DOT-certified conspicuity tape in proper locations.


2. Finally, FHWA, with advice from NHTSA and FMCSA, reviewed the validated test results 
and determined that the TrailerTail® should be granted a length waiver. The waiver was 
granted in a letter to be distributed by FHWA to law enforcement officials and by 
ATDynamics to TrailerTail® customers so that drivers may carry proof of the waiver.


● Compliance was determined on a case basis that provides flexibility during the 
review process, as not all potential device designs raise the same issues
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Relationship between
Canadian and U.S. Safety Regulations
● There is broad existing compatibility between Canadian and U.S. safety regulations:


● CMVSS and FMVSS criteria are parallel in most respects


● But differences do exist, for example:


● CMVSS 223 is more stringent than FMVSS 223


● Canadian Motor Vehicle Transport Act grants provinces authority over “extra-provincial”
trucking, whereas U.S. regulations are federalized  via the “National Network”


● 2008 Trilateral Transportation Meeting of ministers from Canada, the U.S. and Mexico 
endorsed ongoing harmonization:


● “Efficient and integrated transportation systems have been a vital underpinning of the 
North American success story.... We reaffirm today the objectives... to continue to 
improve the safety, security, and efficiency of North American transportation systems; to 
ensure the adoption of new technologies and procedures... and to expand the capacity of 
our freight and passenger transportation systems... while minimizing transportation's 
effect on the environment.” (Ministerial Declaration, June 10, 2008)
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Relationship between
Canadian MOU and the U.S. Boat Tail Law
● Canadian MOU on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions vs. U.S. 23 CFR 658.16:


● Cargo provisions and lighting and conspicuity provisions are substantially the same


● Canadian MOU limits length at 0.305-.0.61 meters (depending on distance from the 
ground), while the U.S. limit is 5 feet (1.52 meters)


● Tradeoffs between respective length limits:


● Shorter length limit eliminates the need to review rear underride protection


● Longer length limit roughly doubles the potential for fuel efficiency gains: ~2.5% vs. ~5% 
at 62 mph (100 km/h), demonstrated at Energotest 2007 in Canada


● Trucking fleets will find a way to cope with different regulations, for example:


● Drivers can close the TrailerTail® upon entering Canada


● But differences may grow increasingly problematic and costly:


● Prospective California regulation would require the use of aerodynamic devices on 53' 
trailers based on minimum fuel-efficiency gains of 4% (reefers) to 5% (dry vans)


● Carbon taxes and other market-oriented policies will reward higher fuel-efficiency gains
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Opportunity for Harmonization
● Based on present circumstances, harmonization would likely mean a shift of the 


Canadian length limit toward the U.S. length limit:


● The 5-foot (1.52-meter) U.S. standard has stood since 2002 and is unopposed


● Canadian Trucking Alliance members support a longer length limit


● At least two administrative options for harmonization:


● Reciprocity: A rear-mounted aerodynamic device that is granted a length waiver on one 
side of the border can be used on the other side


● Separate but similar review: U.S. and Canadian officials evaluate a device independently, 
on a case basis that accounts for a variety of potential designs; review based on test 
results validated by an independent laboratory authorized to conduct vehicle safety 
testing


● The sooner the better:


● Based on the frequency of inquiries to ATDynamics by Canadian fleets, roughly 5-10 
fleets would now be operating >0.61-meter aerodynamic devices in Canada if allowed


● Near-term action would prevent conflict with prospective California regulation and other 
future policies that will target maximum feasible emissions reductions
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Additional Considerations
● Longer rear-mounted aerodynamic devices have safety BENEFITS:


Fluid dynamic modelling of rear-drag reduction. (Clarkson University)


● Rear-drag reduction eliminates trailer “sway and spray” that pose safety hazards during 
windy and wet weather; the greater the drag reduction, the lesser the hazard.


● Though benefits are hard to calculate, they are based on simple aerodynamic principles.


● A change in policy would not be speculative; the U.S.-approved ATDynamics 
TrailerTail® is available now, and competing devices will follow on its heels:


● As an administrative test case, the TrailerTail® presents regulators with comprehensive, 
readily-accessible safety and fuel-efficiency data


● Competitors would watch and learn from the compliance process, gaining confidence to 
bring their devices rapidly to market


Without TrailerTail® With TrailerTail®
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Voices of Support


“ATA supports these types of waivers because 
they enable motor carriers to conserve fuel 
and improve their environmental performance.”


– Rich Moskowitz, regulatory counsel,
American Trucking Associations


“We've enjoyed working with you; your professionalism and responsiveness are 
greatly appreciated.”


– Tony Furst, Director, Office of Freight Management and Operations, FHWA


“Your truck looks like a rocket ship! How do I get one of those?”


– Trucker over CB to ATDynamics test driver outside of Phoenix, Arizona
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Key Contacts in the U.S.
Office of Freight Management and Operations, Federal Highway Administration
Re: Administration of 23 CFR 658.16 (the U.S. Boat Tail Law)


Tony Furst, Director
tony.furst@dot.gov, 202.366.2201


Michael Onder, Team Leader, Truck Size and Weight, Freight Technology and Operations
michael.onder@dot.gov, 202.366.2639


John Nicholas, Team Member, Truck Size and Weight, Freight Technology and Operations
john.nicholas@dot.gov, 202.366.2317


Mobile Source Control Division, California Air Resources Board
Re: Prospective California regulation mandating the use of aerodynamic devices on 53' trailers


Stephan Lemieux, Manager, On-Road Heavy-Duty Diesel Section
slemieux@arb.ca.gov, 626.450.6162


Alex Santos, Staff Air Pollution Specialist, On-Road Heavy-Duty Diesel Section
asantos@arb.ca.gov, 626.575.6682


ATDynamics
Re: Additional information; the ATDynamics TrailerTail®


Geoffrey Johnson, Director of Regulatory Affairs
gjohnson@atdynamics.com, 415.314.5562
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Questions?


Contact: Geoffrey Johnson, Director of Regulatory Affairs,  E-mail: gjohnson@atdynamics.com, Tel: 415.314.5562
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Background


The truck/full-trailer configuration


is:
widely used in Western Canada & the world


TRUCK PINTLE HITCHDOLLYTURNTABLESEMI-TRAILERFULL-TRAILER


versatile & 
manoeuvrable
less dynamically 
stable than a 
tractor/semi-trailer


Background


•Incorporated into MOU in 1991


•Weight limits based upon work by MTO


•Not all provinces follow the MOU


•BC will limit the quad-axle to MOU weights starting Jan 1, 2011


17 000 kg 17 000 kg 31 000 kg MAXMOU


FOR A QUAD-AXLE


17 000 kg 17 000 kg 34 000 kg MAXBC
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Feric Research - Objective


FPInnovations has been investigating 
improving dynamic performance of truck/full-
trailers for a number of years.


The goals have been:
To improve configuration safety
To allow full axle capacity


Feric Research - Phase 1 (completed)


Potential Methods
Vehicle parameter optimization
Mechanical trailer dampening hardware
Electronic dynamic controllers
Roll-coupling hardware
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Feric Research - Phase 1 (completed)


The Feric research concluded that the best solution 
was roll-coupling.


UMTRI research improved train performance with roll-coupling, 
the same principle can be applied to truck/full-trailers
Feric simulations showed significant improvement in LTR, 
meeting the TAC performance measure (LTR <0.60)


Rollcoupling:
will meet performance criteria under current dimensional 
allowances
will facilitate straightforward regulatory enforcement
has been successfully trialed in Australia
is the focus of Phase 2 of Feric’s research


Feric Research - Phase 2


Phase Objectives:
To design & fabricate a suitable roll-coupling device 
for a truck/full-trailer.
To evaluate the device against Key Performance 
Requirements:
• device strength (Torque, Torsional Stiffness)
• vehicle stability (Static Rollover Threshold, Load Transfer 


Ratio)
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Device Strength - Requirements


No current regulations exist to govern torsional 
strength requirements for this type of device.


Proposed requirements were developed from 
existing C-dolly specifications (Transport Canada 
Standard 903).


modified to account for higher payloads.


The proposed requirements state that the device 
(dolly reach) shall:


have a torsional stiffness of at least 4 000 N-m/degree 
(longitudinally)
be capable of sustaining a torque of at least 60 000 N-m in 
either direction with less than 0.5 degree residual deformation


Device Strength - Test


The test has been adapted from Transport Canada 
TM 903


1. clamp the device to the test rig.
one end fixed in place, the other end attached for torsional input
drawbar extended to its limit


2. subject it to an increasing torque
• about longitudinal axis
• until 60 000 N-m is reached


3. measure initial angular displacement due to slack; rotation 
(degrees) & torque (N-M) measured continuously through the 
test


4. remove load & measure residual angular displacement
5. repeat in the opposite direction
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Vehicle Performance – Test Configurations


Tandem drive truck / quad-axle trailer configuration.


Drawbar Type Trailer Load (kg)
1a standard 31,000
1b standard 34,000
2a roll-coupled 31,000
2b roll-coupled 34,000


7,300 kg 17,000 kg


Prior to each test, data recorded will include:
• configuration dimensions
• axle loads
• component specifications


Configuration Stability - Requirements


Static Rollover Threshold (SRT)


Definition: the maximum lateral acceleration (in g’s) 
a vehicle can sustain without rolling over.


Performance Standard: must be greater than 0.35 g’s


Load Transfer Ratio (LTR)


Definition: ratio of difference between sum of right 
wheel loads & left wheel loads to the sum of all wheel 
loads


Performance Standard: must be less than 0.6
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Configuration Stability - Test


SRT & LTR will be assessed through tilt-table testing, 
similar to SAE J2180


1. restrain configuration to prevent rollover
2. raise tilt-table until full wheel lift-off achieved
3. measure the rotation angles of the tilt table, truck frame, trailer frame, 


drawbar; & wheel loads
4. wheel loads used to measure load transfer progression


Other Testing?


Dynamic Testing
Single Lane Change Manoeuvre
J-turn Manoeuvre
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Prototype Design


Feric has worked in conjunction with Arctic Trailers of Prince 
George to design a prototype hitch to meet these requirements.


•used existing Arctic 
converter dollies as a 
starting point


•designed to meet strength 
requirements


•components analyzed 
using FEA


Prototype


•Arctic Trailers has built the prototype.


•It is now awaiting the next stage of the project…


TESTING!!
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Next Steps


•Receive feedback 


•Fully develop the testing procedure


•Proceed with testing


•Report findings


•Questions?


Auxiliary Slides
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Feric Research - Phase 1 (completed)


Potential Methods:
Vehicle parameter optimization
• Increased wheelbase, or drawbar length
• Decreased hitch offset or load height


Difficult to enforce; reduced productivity


Mechanical trailer dampening hardware
• UMTRI researched modified dollies for A-trains, 


some potential solutions for truck/full-trailers
• Feric selected the trapezoidal dolly selected for 


further study
Dampened trailer motion; did not improve truck 
performance


Feric Research - Phase 1 (completed)


Potential Methods:
Electronic dynamic controllers
• Dynamic control through selective application of wheel brakes
• Both RSC & ESC systems are on the market


Difficult for regulators to distinguish vehicles equipped with these 
devices & if they are operational; lack of a fail-safe


Roll-coupling hardware
• UMTRI research improved train performance with roll-coupling, 


the same principle can be applied to truck/full-trailers
Feric simulations showed significant improvement in LTR, 
meeting the TAC performance measure (LTR <0.60)
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Dynamic Performance - Requirements


Rearward Amplification (RA)


Definition: ratio of peak lateral acceleration at C.G. of 
rearmost trailer to that at the truck steer axle


Performance Standard: must be less than 2.0


Dynamic Performance - Test


RA assessed through the Single Lane Change Manoeuvre in 
ISO 14791


conducted at 90 km/h
target input lateral acceleration of 0.15g (at steering axle)
conducted at frequencies of 0.3, 0.4, & 0.5 Hz.
3 successful runs required at each frequency
additional runs at 80 km/h & 100 km/h to determine speed sensitivity





